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B.TECH.

Theory Examination= (Semester-\D 20 15-16

DYNAMICS OF MACHINE

TIme: 3 Hoars Ma,x. IWarks: 100

Sectior-A

Qt Attempt all question Qxl0=20)

(a) Differentiate between static force anatpis and dynarnic

force anallais.

Define crank effort and crankjin effort.

Define coefficient of fluctuation of speed.

State the conditions for complete balance of several

masses revolving in different phnes of a shaft.

(e) What are the effects of tramnrer blow and swaying

couple?

o)

(c)

(d)

(Following Paper ID ard RolI No. to be fiIled in your
Answer Books)
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!t&y are the cranks ofa locomotive, urith two cylinders,
placed at 90o to each other?

G) What is meant by degrees of freedom in a vibrating
sptem?

(h) Sketch the Time Vs Displacement for under-damped
and over-darnped systems

0 What is meant by isocluonous conditions governor?

tt'

CI) Write expression for gyroscopic couple.

Q2. Attempt any five. (5*10=50)

(a) Deduce the e)sression for the inertia force in the recip-
rocating force neglecting the weight ofthe connecting
rod.

(b) The radius of gyration of a fly wheel is I meter and

fluctuation of speed is not to exceed l% of the mean

speed of the fl1wheel" If the mass of the flyrheel is
3340kg and the steam develops l50KW at l35rpra
then fud

i. Maximum fluctuation of energy

ii. Coefficient of ffuctuation of energy
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(c) Derive the following expression of effects of partial
balancing in two cylinder locomotive engine

i. Variation oftractive force

it Swaying couple

iii Hammerblow

Deduce the expression for the free longitudinal vibration

in terms of spring stiffiress, its inertia efflect and sus-

pended mass.

A cantilever shaft 50mm diameter and 300ffin long has

a disc ofrnass 100kg at its free end. The young's modu-

lus for the shaft material is 200GN/r#. Determine the

frequency oflongitudinal and fiansverse vibration ofthe
shaft"

Explain the effect ofgyroscopic couple on anAeroplane

on both the tum.

(g) Calculate the rage of speed of a porter governor which
has equal afins of each 200mm long and pivoted on
the axis of rotation. The mass of each ball is 4kg and

the central load of the sleeve is 20kg.The radius of
rotation of the ball is 100mm when the governor

being to lift and 130mm when the governor is at

rnrudmum speed.

(d)

(e)
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(h) A porter govemor has equal ailns each 250mm long
and pivoted on the axis of rotation. Each ball has a
ma$s of 5kg and mass of the central load on the
sleeve is 25kg.The radius of rotatisn of the ball is
150mm when governor is at maximum speed. Find
the maxirmrm and minimum speed and range of speed

of the governor.

Attempt any two {2*15:30)

Q3. The total mass of four wheel trolley car is 1800kg. The CIar

runs on rail of 1.6rn gauge and round a curve of 24m mean
radius at 36km/hr. The track is banked at 10o" The diam-
eter of the wheel is 600mm, Each pair of wheel with axle
has a mass of 180kg and radius of gyration of 240rnm. The
height of the CG of car above the wheel base is 950mm.
Determine the pressure on each rail.

Q4. The length of the upper and lower affns of a porter gov-
srnor are 200mrn and 250mm respectively. Both the &rrns

are pivoted on the axis of rotatiorl. The central load is
150N, the weight of the each ball is 20N and the friction
of the sleeve together with the resistance of the operating
gear is equivalent to a force of 30N at the sleeve. If, the
linrriting inclinations of the upper afins to the vertical are

30o and 40o taking friction in to account" Find the range
of speed of the governor.

Q5. The barrel of a large gun recoils against a spring on firing.
At the end of the firing, a dashpot is engaged that allows
the barrel to return to its original position in minimurn
time without oscillation. Grxr barrel rnass is 400kg and
initial velocity of recoils lm.Determine spring stiffiress
and critical damping coefficient of dashpot.
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